Comparison of three methods of tonometry in normal subjects: Goldmann applanation tonometer, non-contact airpuff tonometer, and Tono-Pen XL
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Objective: We aimed to compare intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements via three different tonometers: the Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT), the Tono-Pen® XL (TPXL), and a non-contact airpuff tonometer (NCT).

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study of 200 eyes from 200 patients. Right eyes of all patients were included in this study. IOP was measured via GAT, NCT, and TPXL by three physicians. Each physician used one of the tonometers. Measurements via the three devices were compared.

Results: The mean IOP was 15.5±2.2 mmHg (range 10–22) with the GAT, 16.1±3.0 (range 9–25) with the TPXL, and 16.1±2.8 (range 10–26) with the NCT. Bland–Altman analysis showed that the mean difference between measurements from the NCT and the GAT was 0.6±2.3 mmHg. The mean difference between the TPXL and GAT measurements was 0.7±2.5 mmHg. The mean difference between the NCT and TPXL measurements was −0.02±3.0 mmHg. There was no significant difference between the groups according to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. P-values were 0.998 for NCT–TPXL, 0.067 for NCT–GAT, and 0.059 for TPXL–GAT.

Conclusion: The NCT and TPXL provide IOP measurements comparable to those of the gold standard GAT in normotensive eyes.
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Introduction

Aqueous humor is secreted by the ciliary process to the posterior chamber and goes through the pupil to the anterior chamber (inflow). It then leaves the anterior chamber through the trabecular meshwork to the venous system (outflow). Normally, there is equilibrium between inflow and outflow that creates normal intraocular pressure (IOP). Any circumstances that affect the formation of aqueous humor or outflow of aqueous humor cause changes in IOP. Local and systemic disorders, medicines, and ocular surgeries affect IOP. Higher IOP levels are associated with ganglion cell and nerve fiber layer loss. The progression of damage eventually involves the optic nerve and irreversible visual loss.

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide. The only preventable risk factor for the development and progression of glaucoma is IOP. Correctly measuring IOP is very important in diagnosing glaucoma and conducting follow-ups. Medical, laser, or surgical treatments of glaucoma concentrate on lowering IOP. Earlier studies have shown that every 1 mmHg drop in IOP decreases visual field...
damage by 10%. Therefore, precise measurements are very important.

Tonometry measures IOP with special devices. The ideal device must be easy to use, rapid, safe, and precise, irrespective of patient posture or age. Albrecht von Graefe invented the first tonometer in 1863. Today, we still have problems precisely measuring IOP in some conditions, such as in patients with corneal scar or corneal edema. The search for an ideal device continues.

Two different types of applanation tonometers exist. The first calculates IOP by measuring the flattened corneal area with constant force. The Maklakov tonometer, which was invented in 1885, is an example of this. The second applanation tonometer system calculates IOP by measuring the force needed to flatten a constant corneal area. A prototype of this is the Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT; Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz, Switzerland), invented in the 1950s. Today, the GAT is most commonly used and is considered to be the gold standard device for measuring IOP. A GAT is mounted on a biomicroscope and a topical anesthesia-fluorescein dye is used. Because it flattens such a small area at the central cornea, measurements are not affected by scleral stiffness. However, the thickness of the central cornea may affect GAT readings.

Another applanation device is a non-contact tonometer (NCT; Nidek Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan), also called an airpuff tonometer. An NCT uses air to flatten the cornea instead of touching it. The NCT has been available for about 40 years.

The Tono-Pen® XL (TPXL; Reichert Technologies, Depew, NY, USA) is a small and portable device that has been used since the 1980s. It is an applanation tonometer, and topical anesthesia is needed to measure the IOP.

In this study, we aimed to compare IOP measurements via the three different tonometers we routinely use in our clinic: GAT, TPXL (Reichert Inc, NY, USA), and Nidek NCT NT-530 (Nidek Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan).

Materials and methods
This was a cross-sectional comparative study. A total of 200 eyes of 200 patients (108 female, 92 male) from our clinic in December 2013 were consecutively included. Only right eyes of all patients were included. Inclusion criteria were as follows: aged 18 years or more, no recent use of topical-systemic medicine, no use of contact lenses, no ocular surface disease, no significant degree of corneal astigmatism, no ocular pathology such as retinal disease or glaucoma, and no connective tissue disease. All patients in this study were volunteers and we complied with Helsinki ethical standards.

All types of IOP measurement were taken by three masked physicians via appropriately calibrated tonometers consecutively, with 10-minute intervals. All measurements were carried out at similar times, between 10 am and 11 am, to avoid early-morning changes in corneal thickness due to overnight edema. The NCT was used first. The eyes were then anesthetized using ALCAINE® 0.5% eye drops (Alcon Laboratories Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA), and a second physician took measurements with the TPXL. Finally, ALCAINE was applied again and a fluorescein strip was applied to the inferior conjunctival fornix. A third physician took GAT measurements using the cobalt blue filter of a biomicroscope.

Non-contact tonometer (NCT, airpuff)
A Nidek NCT NT-530 automatically recorded three IOP readings. The device has a 5.7-inch color liquid crystal display, and the tilting function offers easy operation for a standing operator. The device has auto puff control (APC), which provides a quieter and softer puff of air for the patient’s comfort. If the first puff is too strong, the device automatically uses a softer puff of air. This device takes about 10 seconds to measure the IOP of both eyes. The screen shows the results of three measurements, and their average for each eye is obtained by pressing a button three times. The average value was recorded for the study.

Tono-Pen® XL
The TPXL was calibrated daily. The device utilizes micro strain gauge technology and a 1.0 mm transducer tip. It uses batteries as a power source, and its measurement range is 5–80 mmHg, according to the user manual. After topical anesthesia is administered, the operator touches the covered tip of the TPXL to the cornea several times. Each touch to the anesthetized corneal surface is analyzed and stored by the device for statistical comparison. When four valid readings are obtained, the mean IOP and the standard deviation for those readings are shown on the liquid crystal display, which is situated on the side of the device. Measurements with standard deviations of five or less are accepted. Measuring both eyes takes about 30 seconds, including administration of the anesthetic and the patient's tolerance of the drops.

Finally, IOP was measured via a GAT, which takes about 3 minutes, including administration of the anesthetic.
Three different tonometers and fluorescein. Three measurements were taken with the GAT and averaged.

We used SPSS version 20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) software. The results were analyzed with Pearson’s correlation, Bland–Altman plot, and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The Scheffe method was used for post hoc comparison. A P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**
The mean age of patients was 47.7±12.6 years (range 18–79). The mean IOP was 16.1±2.8 mmHg (range 10–26) with the NCT, 16.1±3.0 mmHg (range 9–25) with the TPXL, and 15.5±2.2 mmHg (range 10–22) with the GAT. Figure 1 shows the IOP frequency of this study population when measured with the GAT.

A correlation analysis of NCT–GAT, TPXL–GAT, and NCT–TPXL measurements is shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. An analysis indicates comparable performance between all instruments.

Results of the Bland–Altman plot are shown in Figures 5–7. The mean difference between the measurements in eyes by the different techniques was 0.6 mmHg for NCT–GAT (Figure 5), 0.7 mmHg for TPXL–GAT (Figure 6), and −0.02 mmHg for NCT–TPXL (Figure 7).

There was no significant difference between groups according to one-way ANOVA with Scheffe post hoc comparison test results. P-values were 0.998 for NCT–TPXL, 0.067 for NCT–GAT, and 0.059 for TPXL–GAT.

**Figure 1** Frequency of intraocular pressure measurements (mmHg) taken with the Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT).

**Note:** GAT; Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz, Switzerland.

**Abbreviation:** Std. dev, standard deviation.

**Figure 2** Correlation analysis of intraocular pressure measurements (mmHg) taken with NCT and GAT.

**Notes:** The correlation is significant (R²=0.354, P<0.05). NCT; Nidek Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan and GAT; Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz, Switzerland.

**Abbreviations:** GAT, Goldmann applanation tonometer; NCT, non-contact tonometer.

**Figure 3** Correlation analysis of intraocular pressure measurements (mmHg) taken with the Tono-Pen® XL and the GAT.

**Notes:** The correlation is significant (R²=0.328, P<0.05). Tono-Pen® XL; Reichert Technologies, Depew, NY, USA and GAT; Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz, Switzerland.

**Abbreviation:** GAT, Goldmann applanation tonometer.

**Figure 4** Correlation analysis of intraocular pressure measurements (mmHg) taken with the Tono-Pen® XL and an NCT.

**Notes:** The correlation is significant (R²=0.240, P<0.05). Tono-Pen® XL; Reichert Technologies, Depew, NY, USA and NCT; Nidek Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan.

**Abbreviation:** NCT, non-contact tonometer.
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Discussion

GAT is still considered the gold standard and most commonly used method of tonometry. Nevertheless, the main disadvantages of the GAT include risk of contamination, the presence of common situations that lead to errors, and that it cannot be performed by assistant medical staff. It is commonly affected by corneal stiffness, thickness, scars, irregularities, and curvature. Steep corneas, thick corneas (except edema, which causes false-low readings), and against-the-rule astigmatism cause false-high readings. Thin corneas, with rule astigmatism, cause false-low readings. Insufficient fluorescein use causes false-low readings, and excessive fluorescein use causes false-high readings. The presence of corneal epithelial defects and previous corneal surgeries also complicate measurements. Finally, there is a contamination risk, so the tool tip must be cleaned after each use.

Screenings with an NCT may be undertaken by non-medical and unlicensed personnel under the supervision of a doctor. Because the NCT is a non-contact tool, there is no contamination risk. Furthermore, topical anesthetic drops or fluorescein dye are not necessary, which allows for rapid taking of measurements. The table-mounted NCT has some disadvantages (eg, the IOPs of small children and infants cannot be measured, and false-high readings are common if patients tighten their eyelids). The TPXL can easily be used in an office environment or in the operating room. After undergoing training, assistant health personnel can use the TPXL.

The NCT and TPXL are easier and faster to use than the GAT, but suspicions about their results still exist. In this study, we found no significant differences between these three devices in normotensive patients. Other studies show similar results. Parker et al compared NCT and GAT and found results were concordant between the two devices. In another study, Tonnu et al compared NCT, TPXL, and GAT and reported that all three devices showed homologous results. However, other studies found contrasting results. Farhood showed that NCT and GAT were not well correlated, and NCT measurements gave higher IOP.
results regardless of the patient’s age or sex. In particular, when the GAT measurement exceeded 24 mmHg, the difference in readings between the two instruments increased. Farhood reported that the lower the IOP as measured by GAT, the more reliable the corresponding NCT readings.

Other devices recently introduced to market are the Dynamic Contour Tonometer (DCT) and the Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA). Published studies have compared these new devices with GAT. Carbonaro et al compared GAT, DCT, and corneal-compensated IOP with the ORA and found similar reliability in all three devices.

Conclusion

In this study, we found that measurements taken with the Nidek NCT and the TPXL agree well with those via the GAT in normal subjects. Patients with extreme IOP levels were not included in this study, and some studies have shown that correlation errors between instruments occur within extreme IOPs beyond the normal range. However, our results showed that devices that are more practical and faster than the GAT may be used for screening normal subjects independently from central corneal thickness. Further studies that compare more devices in a larger case series are needed, as are studies investigating IOP measurement via different devices and comparing different patient groups (eg, different age groups, patients with previous corneal surgeries or corneal pathologies, or patients with glaucoma).
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